VerifyYou™ Features and Facts

Summary
VerifyYou™ is a feature of LA Wallet which allows two people to agree to validate one or the other in a “hands-off” secure fashion. The “Verifier” is an LA Wallet holder who wishes to verify one or some aspects of another LA Wallet user called the “Presenter.”

Steps
The Verifier asks the Presenter to present their unique VerifyYou™ Code on their device and the Presenter is able to select which informational elements to share with the Verifier. The following elements are available to be shared by the Presenter and no more:

1. **Validity** - This will share with the Verifier the status of the Presenter’s credential as indicated by the OMV. Indicated status values are: VALID, and NOT-VALID
2. **Coarse Age** - This will share with the Verifier the coarse age of the Presenter’s credential. Indicated status values are:
   a. 21 OR OVER (Shown with Green color indication)
   b. UNDER 21 (Shown with Yellow color indication)
   c. UNDER 18 (Shown with Red color indication)
3. **Full Name** - This will share with the Verifier the full name of the Presenter’s credential as indicated on the license or ID in all capital letters.
4. **Driver’s License Number** - This will share with the Verifier the two-letter state abbreviation and the Driver’s License Number of the Presenter’s credential.
Applications

- Age verification for sale of alcohol and Tobacco
- Law-enforcement with Agency-issued Device Roadside Validation
- Ride Sharing Driver Confirmation and License Verification
- School or Day Care Child Pick-up Verification
- House call and Service Appointment Technician Verification
- Real-estate Agent Confirmation of Home Showing
- Voting Place Identification

Privacy and Consent

1. Only data elements the Presenter actively selects will be available to the Verifier via secure optical transmission using visual codes thus preventing other parties “listening in.”
2. There is no use of NFC, BlueTooth, Wi-fi technologies in VerifyYou™.
3. No data elements or images are stored on the Verifier’s device. All are thrown away after dismissed.

Security

1. Only the Verifier is required to be connected to the Internet
2. VerifyYou™ codes have numerous security features included